TALCOTT WILLIAMS

To address Franklin Society tonight.

"VARSITY NINE DEFEATS COLUMBIA BY 6-1 SCORE

Pennsylvania's baseball team scored a decisive victory over Columbia's nine the other afternoon, taking the last one in the first two games of the series. The "Varsity was credited with a 3-0 victory in the first game, and also featured a fine triple play in the second year. The game was played at the Bower Road, where the "Varsity won 8-5.

The scoring for the 'Varsity started early in the day. When Harvey was sacrificed, the count on Homeplate was 1-2, and also featured a fine triple play in the second year. The game was played at the Bower Road, where the "Varsity won 8-5.

The scoring for the 'Varsity started early in the day. When Harvey was sacrificed, the count on Homeplate was 1-2, and in the third inning Homeplate was 1-2. The "Varsity then tallied 3 runs when Homeplate was 1-2. The game then featured a fine triple play in the second year. The game was played at the Bower Road, where the "Varsity won 8-5.

The scoring for the 'Varsity started early in the day. When Harvey was sacrificed, the count on Homeplate was 1-2, and in the third inning Homeplate was 1-2. The "Varsity then tallied 3 runs when Homeplate was 1-2. The game then featured a fine triple play in the second year. The game was played at the Bower Road, where the "Varsity won 8-5.

The scoring for the 'Varsity started early in the day. When Harvey was sacrificed, the count on Homeplate was 1-2, and in the third inning Homeplate was 1-2. The "Varsity then tallied 3 runs when Homeplate was 1-2. The game then featured a fine triple play in the second year. The game was played at the Bower Road, where the "Varsity won 8-5.
ELECTIONEERING HELPFUL?

We ask all our readers to read carefully the two communications printed in these columns and then draw their own conclusions. We have every confidence that, after reading the one which advocates a good point of view, and having had their minds on the foreseen facts that the arguments presented in favor of class electioneering are valid and worthy of consideration.

The inevitable conversation between X and Y is indeed harmless, if not true to life. It is not peculiar that X should express as he sees the world going. It is as a whole recognizes It as tin evil and those who use electioneering on the quiet, but the amazing fact was that the Medical School consent to the way elections were being conducted. The elections become in reality important and distasteful.

Our unbiased and "Factual" editorial states that opinions need not be reinforced because the student should have the best man for Senior president. We have every confidence that, after reading the one which advocates a good point of view, and having had their minds on the foreseen facts that the arguments presented in favor of class electioneering are valid and worthy of consideration.

The inevitable conversation between X and Y is indeed harmless, if not true to life. It is not peculiar that X should express as he sees the world going. It is as a whole recognizes It as tin evil and those who use electioneering on the quiet, but the amazing fact was that the Medical School consent to the way elections were being conducted. The elections become in reality important and distasteful.

If a few of our campus organization would make this as a lesson much would wonderfully result. The same is true regarding classes. The quicker that all undertakings take the responsibility of being the best men for every Pennsylvania man to work for the good of Pennsylvania, the quicker will we make unscientific progress. Honesty, integrity, after all, is not so much a degenerate thing. If you once make a start, your fellow-students and friends will be more than glad to meet you half way. Let this be the season of co-operation. It will help the University and you.

COMMUNICATION.

Editor of The Pennsylvanian.

The recent elections for Senior president served to show that the old still of campus politics is still alive. Electioneering, as a whole, is not a matter of success for the candidate and his followers, but is an inherent desire to win, to meet and to gain the support of the student body. The reason why this desire is put forth is obvious: in national elections there are platforms and issues to be considered, and campaigning for a certain candidate is perfectly legitimate. But in a campus election, the only issue is to secure the best man for the position, and the only way to accomplish this is to have the unbiased opinion of each voter. Hence, when a student votes to further a certain candidate or his followers, he is declaring the very purpose of the selecting and preventing an opinion of the student body.

The case of political machines and the various political machines in existence. The reason why this desire is put forth is obvious: in national elections there are platforms and issues to be considered, and campaigning for a certain candidate is perfectly legitimate. But in a campus election, the only issue is to secure the best man for the position, and the only way to accomplish this is to have the unbiased opinion of each voter. Hence, when a student votes to further a certain candidate or his followers, he is declaring the very purpose of the selecting and preventing an opinion of the student body.

The reason why this desire is put forth is obvious: in national elections there are platforms and issues to be considered, and campaigning for a certain candidate is perfectly legitimate. But in a campus election, the only issue is to secure the best man for the position, and the only way to accomplish this is to have the unbiased opinion of each voter. Hence, when a student votes to further a certain candidate or his followers, he is declaring the very purpose of the selecting and preventing an opinion of the student body.

The reason why this desire is put forth is obvious: in national elections there are platforms and issues to be considered, and campaigning for a certain candidate is perfectly legitimate. But in a campus election, the only issue is to secure the best man for the position, and the only way to accomplish this is to have the unbiased opinion of each voter. Hence, when a student votes to further a certain candidate or his followers, he is declaring the very purpose of the selecting and preventing an opinion of the student body.
H. R. POTT
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
will give personal attention to all sittings for
1919 CLASS RECORD
STUDIO
1211 Walnut Street

PENNSYLVANIANS!
Shoes Resoled with
KORRY KROME
Because
It's Waterproof-It's Non-slip
We Will Give You Double Wear
It is Leather Not a Substitute
For the genuine
KORRY KROME
Ask Your Repairman
GEORGE COLETTI
DORMITORY REPAIR SHOP

The Hoover Smith Company
616 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia
Headquarters for
College Fraternity Jewelry
Military Jewelry
Wrist Watches

NEW! IMPORTED HOSIERY
For Girls, Tennis and Sport Wear
In 4 Colors and 3 Styles

WE ARE MAKING STUNNING
SUITE FROM ENGLISH AND
SCOTCH TWEEDS AND HOME
SPUNS-A TYPE OF CLOTH THAT
IS SCARCE TO-DAY, YET WE SHOW
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF THEM.
BLUES, GREENS AND BROWNS
ARE NUMEROUS, AND IF YOU
WANT A PENCIL STRIPE WE
HAVE THEM; IN FACT, QUITE THE
LARGEST STOCK IN THE CITY
AND WE CAN PLEASE YOU
EXACTLY.
A PROPERLY ACCREDITED AC-
COUNT CAN BE ARRANGED.

PYLE, INNES & BARBIERI
Leading College Tailors
1115 WALNUT STREET

NOTICES
Argonauts—Report to-day at 5.30.
Junior Class Crew—Now at 5.30 to-
day.
Senior Class Crew—Practice today at 5.30 o'clock.
Clima Record—Board meeting to
office at 10.45 to-day.
Sphinx Society—Meeting Monday at
10.30, in Houston Hall.
Fiona Senior Society—Meeting to-
tight at 10, in Houston Hall.
Soph. Banquet Committee—Meeting
in Houston Hall at 12:30 today.
Contra Hispano-American—Meeting
in Houston Hall at 6 today.
Cricket—Practice today for all
who will play at Haverford to-morrow.
Soph. Real Ticket Committee—
Meeting in Room 5, Houston Hall, today at 11.
Sphinx Senior Society—Meeting in
Houston Hall immediately after
Chapel.
Junior Cane Committee—Meeting at
209 South Thirty-third street, to-day at
10.45.
Freshman Lunchmen—Ticket Com-
mittee make returns to Holsby as
soon as possible.
Campus Judges—Ticket Committee
report all returns at once to Christian
Association office.
Photo—All members having reports
to make on play tickets were
ited at once, 10:15 and 1:2.
Rifle Team—All members of this
year’s team report today, in
Rooms 306, College Hall.
Southern High Club—Following men
meet at 1, in Houston Hall, Pyle.
Moran, Shideman, Milestone.

The Victoria Lunch
is
Now Open Day and Night
3713 Spruce St.

The Rankin Co.
College Jewelers and Stationers
Frat. Pins and Class Rings
Cups and Medals

MANN & DILKS
Manufacturers of
SHIRTS, GOWNS, PAJAMAS, ETC.
Importers of
UNDERWEAR, HOSERY, GLOVES,
CRAVATS

1102 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Bank—Walnut 6922, Second Feb Walt 9122
Kyesau—Main 669 D
HOTEL PALUMBO
Italian Restaurant

SPECIAL TAILORING
For Your Spring Cloths
We can give you a wide choice
in your S. A. T. C. selection.

LOUIS M. KOLB
MASTER TAILOR
DETAI TAILORING
Chasing, Remodeling and
Pressing
Ask KOLOB, Confectionary
Pressing Co., University
of Pennsylvania Dorm.

UNITED HAT STORES, INC.
1217 MARKET STREET
Straw Hats and Panama
Style—Quality—Finish
are the outstanding features in all our Straw Hats.
Every hat hand finished—and shaped to fit your head.
Ask for our VENTILATED SWEAT BAND.
Prices, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50

1116 CHESTNUT STREET
ONE DOOR ABOVE KENY'S

United States Camera Co.
Importers of
BARBIERI
SUITS FROM ENGLISH AND
SCOTCH TWEEDS AND HOME-
SPUNS.

Prices, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50

CHARTERED 1865
GIRARD TRUST COMPANY
BROAD AND CHESTNUT STS.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $16,000,000
INDIVIDUAL TRUST FUNDS $215,000,000
Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian and Administrator
Assets located in Delaware
Member of Federal Reserve System.
E. B. MORRIS, President.